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Towards a Legal Qualifcaton of Online Sexual Acts in which
Children are Involved: Constructng a Typology
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1. Introducton
1.1 Background
In today’s society, the widespread use of digital technologies among children[2] is indisputable.
They learn to navigate the digital environment from a young age by using a plethora of online
communicaton platorms and mobile applicatons. The use of and interacton with digital media
and services covers a broad variety of aspects of one’s (private) life, including the development of
(online) sexual behaviour.
On the one hand, as they grow up, children are engaging with technology to establish and
maintain intmate relatonships and develop their identty, including sexual aspects thereof
(Lenhart A, 2015; Livingstone S, Mascheroni G & Staksrud E, 2017). They use mainstream social
media sites and applicatons to look for or maintain romantc or sexual encounters or relatonships
(Livingstone S et al., 2012). Many applicatons provide chat or messaging functonalites (Drake N,
2017), which allow for private communicatons, enabling both the exchange of texts, images or
videos and live (webcam) sessions. Acts or expressions can be part of children’s legitmate
exploraton of their sexual identty and a way to express their sexual individuality. In this sense,
online sexual behaviour involving children may be conceived as falling within the scope of a child’s
freedom of expression and right to privacy, laid down in the United Natons Conventon on the
Rights of the Child (UNCRC) (Livingstone S, Lansdown G & Third A, 2017).
On the other hand, phenomena such as non-consensual types of sextng, forced webcam sex or
sexual extorton of children are not only associated with a potentally negatve impact on
children’s lives, but may also fall within the scope of applicaton of criminal legislaton. The
producton, possession and/or disseminaton of sexual images which depicts young people under
the age of 18, for instance, is in many jurisdictons qualifed as a criminal act according to child
sexual abuse material (CSAM) legislaton that aims to protect them from abuse and exploitaton
(European Data Protecton Supervisor (EDPS), 2017).[3] At the same tme, consensual types of
sextng between children could in certain instances be judged to fall within the scope of such
criminal provisions, but in practce may consttute ‘legitmate’ behaviour.
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1.2 Problem Statement
The confictng perceptons of online sexual behaviours and acts in which children are involved,
voluntarily or as a result of coercion, refect the need for a regulatory framework that ofers both
protecton from abuse and ‘space’ for self-determinaton and autonomy (Crofs T & Lievens E,
2018).
However, a legal qualifcaton of online sexual acts, or, in other words, assessing whether
behaviours that regularly occur in practce fall within the scope of applicability of existng
legislatve provisions, is ofen challenging. Whether mediated sexual practces in which children
are somehow involved, such as sextng or the creaton of fake pornographic material, are
regulated or ought to be regulated is not always clear-cut. Not only do such phenomena carry
contemporary elements that had not been considered by the legislator at the tme of drafing of
the most relevant provisions, but the specifc circumstances under which they occur and how
these match with the wording of existng legislatve provisions, play a signifcant role in their legal
qualifcaton.
Four examples of such acts illustrate the difculty in legally qualifying online sexual acts when
children are involved. A frst example is the phenomenon of sextng which consensually occurs
among children; would such behaviour fall under natonal Criminal Code provisions on the
producton, possession or disseminaton of CSAM – usually under the ttle ‘child pornography’? A
second example is the forwarding of sexual or sexually explicit material without the consent of the
depicted child; does forwarding such a picture to one further person consttute ‘disseminaton’ or
is it only the case when postng the material online? A third example is the unwilling recepton of
sexual or sexually explicit material depictng a child; would such an act be interpreted as
criminalised possession of CSAM and be punished pursuant to the respectve natonal Criminal
Code provision? A fourth example is the creaton, disseminaton and possession of fake
pornographic material; do such acts qualify as producton, disseminaton and possession of CSAM
and does the relevant Criminal Code provision also cover the virtual aspect of the act?
Before reaching the point of, frst, assessing the actual applicability of current regulatory
provisions, and second, considering whether acts should be regulated, and if so, which regulatory
optons are ft for purpose, a conceptualisaton of the online sexual behaviour and acts in which
children are involved is a key factor in establishing a common understanding with regard to the
terms and notons. It is evident that a wide range of actvites may fall under the noton of ‘online
sexual acts’, ranging from sexual actvites which are widespread and more commonly
encountered or adopted in the online sphere, such as sextng or webcam sex, to emerging
phenomena, such as live streaming through public and private app(licaton)s or virtual reality sex
apps. In order to enable the legal qualifcaton of acts that can be denominated as online sexual
acts, it is essental to capture the nature and boundaries of those acts in which children are
involved. Assessing whether the wording of existng legislatve provisions covers mediated acts
which carry a sexual element and occur in children’s lives would strongly beneft from a clear
understanding of those acts’ characteristcs and variables.

1.3 Methodology
In order to reply to both the evaluatve queston ( does this act fall within the scope of the
regulatory framework?) as well as the normatve queston ( should this act fall within the scope of
the regulatory framework?) regarding the legal qualifcaton of such acts, we considered a
typological constructon to be an apt tool. According to a traditonal percepton widely established
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in scholarship, typologies are viewed as classifcaton systems (Koops B J et al., 2016). According to
Bailey, a classifcaton serves as a pivotal descriptve tool, through which an (exhaustve) array of
types may be presented (Bailey K D, 1994, p.12). A systematc assessment of the relevant types
which occur essentally facilitates the reducton of complexity and the creaton of a simpler
visualisaton of a given core noton. Classifcaton further enables the identfcaton of similarites
and diferences among cases, while in a second stage allows for their analysis and grouping. Such
an exercise enables a diferentated handling of distnct cases, as – with respect to the subject of
our research – will be necessary with regard to the (legal) qualifcaton of diferent types of online
sexual actvites.
Although in the past eforts have been undertaken to classify online sexual acts in which children
engage or are involved in, a more refned, granular and systematc typology, that transcends a
‘risk’ approach, is needed for further in-depth legal research. The ultmate goal of this artcle is to
explore the creaton of a typology that encompasses a comprehensive range of acts in order to
facilitate their legal qualifcaton.
In terms of methodology, two steps were taken for the systematc classifcaton of the acts; frstly,
the listng of phenomena that qualify as ‘online sexual acts’ and secondly their systematsaton.
First, we drafed a list of actvites or phenomena which relate to sexual expression or sexuality,
and occur in practce, along with widely accepted defnitons thereof. The listng of the acts is
based on a literature and criminal legislaton review; more precisely, academic literature, (policy)
documents and reports, among which the Luxembourg Guidelines and the Internet Organised
Crime Threat Assessment (IOCTA) 2018, served as a resource for identfying phenomena that carry
a sexual element, occur in the digital environment, and in which children may be involved.
Afer the wide range of online sexual acts was documented, the systematsaton thereof was
based on a literature review with interdisciplinary input. Firstly, social science literature provided
us with a broad understanding of children’s sexual development and the ways in which they
explore or express their sexuality and sexual identty. Additonally, legal doctrine supported the
systematsaton process. The literature review thereof provided more insight into specifc legal
elements and notons that are incorporated in diferent types of potentally applicable regulatory
frameworks, such as children’s rights, criminal law, media law and data protecton law.
The systematsaton of online sexual acts is essental to identfy characteristcs, similarites and
dissimilarites between the acts, and hence to cover the myriad of ways in which children may be
involved in online sexual acts. At the same tme, it is important that this systematsaton meets the
standards of a living structure, which remains open to accommodatng emerging technologies,
future forms of online sexual behaviour brought along by the further digitsaton of childhood and
contemporary forms of social interacton. An advanced typology presents a set of dimensions on
which types or type concepts are based, which is as exhaustve as possible, and facilitates the
study of relatonships which occur between diferent types (Bailey K D, 1994). The extent to which
the types of a typology may be mutually exclusive depends on the nature of the noton or concept
that fnds itself in the centre of the typological structure. Typologies that aim to capture broad and
more abstract concepts inevitably accommodate (partly) overlapping types.
The typology that is the subject of this artcle is developed on the basis of labelled types, and aims
to be primarily conceptual and multdimensional, and not necessarily strictly mutually exclusive.
Lastly, with the intenton to validate the indicated dimensions against the aim of this classifcaton
exercise, we applied them to a number of phenomena that appear in practce and discussed
relevant (interpretatve) issues that may arise.
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1.4 Relevant existng classifcatons
Existng classifcatons most commonly capture the online behaviour of adults or children in a
broader and more generic sense; sexual or sexually suggestve actvites are usually listed among
the documented online actvites, yet do not serve as the main focus of the created typologies. The
2009 EU Kids Online Report, for instance, speaks of online risks and opportunites (Hasebrink U et
al., 2009) and creates two distnct classifcaton fgures. On the one hand, according to the
constructed classifcaton of risks (which includes commercial, aggressive, sexual and value-related
risks), sexuality-related actvites may be perceived as content (e.g. accessing pornographic or
harmful sexual content), contact (e.g. meetng strangers, being groomed) or conduct (e.g. creatng
or uploading pornographic material) risks. On the other hand, according to the equivalent table for
opportunites connected to educaton and learning, partcipaton and civic engagement, creatvity
and identty and social connecton, important positve experiences in relaton to sexuality (e.g.
obtaining informaton, exchange of experiences with interest groups) can also be distnguished.
Other classifcatons focus on a partcular act or actvity that children are involved in. Examples are
a 2011 typology of youth-produced image or sextng cases known to law enforcement by Wolak
and Finkelhor (2011), and the ‘Typology of Child Cybersexploitaton and Online Grooming
Practces’ (O’Connell R, 2003), which sheds light on ‘ the behaviour paterns of adults and
adolescents with a sexual interest in children and the varying cycles of abuse that can occur’ . The
later solely focuses on risks and does not take into account legitmate online sexual acts.
The abovementoned studies and atempts to classify (online or ofine) sexual behaviour do not
directly correspond to the focus of this artcle. They either focus on one type of act or classify the
acts relevant to this artcle only according to one dimension. Along with additonal literature, they
do provide essental insights and material for refecton on diferent dimensions of a typology. Not
only do they serve as a resource of acts which facilitate the frst step towards constructng this
typology (listng of acts), but they accent characteristcs of online sexual acts and are therefore
also helpful for the second step, the systematsaton of the acts.

2. Towards the constructon of a typology
2.1 Listng of Online Sexual Actvites
The phenomena which underpin the typology, in one way or another, all fall under the noton of
‘online sexual act’. The term refers both to actvites facilitated by ICTs and to actvites commited
elsewhere which are then shared or disseminated online through, for instance, images or videos.
The concept of online sexual acts is perceived in the broadest possible manner in order to include
any kind of actvity that relates to one’s sexuality or sexual identty, and to capture both voluntary
and involuntary acts. In this sense, both a coerced (and, hence illegal) act which involves or targets
children, such as ‘grooming’ for sexual purposes (Luxembourg Guidelines, 2016, p.51), and an act
which may perceived as being an expression of the legitmate exploraton of sexual identty, such
as ‘sextng’ (Livingstone S, Mascheroni G & Staksrud E, 2017) qualify as online sexual acts.
The identfcaton and descripton of the acts listed (alphabetcally) in the following secton built on
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existng literature, research reports and policy documents. Moreover, the Terminology Guidelines
for the Protecton of Children from Sexual Exploitaton and Sexual Abuse, drafed by the
Terminology and Semantcs Interagency Working Group on Sexual Exploitaton of Children, also
known as the ‘Luxembourg Guidelines’ (Luxemburg Guidelines, 2016), have provided greater
conceptual clarity regarding the use of relevant terms and notons.
(SEXUAL) CYBERBULLYING ‘Cyberbullying’ is defned as ‘aggressive behaviour that is intentonally
and repeatedly directed at an individual who holds less power than the aggressor, when the
means through which to embarrass, threaten, sexually harass or socially exclude are ICTs’ (Hinduja
S and Patchin J W, 2015; Vaillancourt T, Faris R & Mishna F, 2016, p.62). Sexual cyberbullying is a
term used to describe cyberbullying when a link to sexual elements exists (UK Department for
Children, Schools and Families, 2009), and may be considered a form of sexual harassment.[4]
Sexual cyberbullying may be, for instance, focused on a minor’s sexual orientaton (e.g.
homophobic motves) and may be further linked to (non-consensual types of) sextng, grooming or
sexual extorton or may be used to refer to ‘ the coercion, intmidaton, or entcement to sexual
actvity from peers, or unwanted pressure from peers to have sex’ (Luxembourg Guidelines, 2016,
p.22).
CYBERSEX ‘Cybersex’ is a term that encompasses ‘ a constellaton of online actvites with a partner
that occur in real-tme and involve sexual communicatons about sexual actvites, fantasies,
and/or desires’ (Shaughnessy K, Byers S & Thornton S J, 2011, p.23). Cybersex is usually facilitated
by the use of a webcam.
FAKE PORN (THROUGH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE) Through a combinaton of sofware, machine
learning algorithms and existng photos or video footage of a person it is possible to paste an
individual’s face onto existng sexually explicit material. Such ‘ algorithms are able to take the face
of a person from a publicly available video and seamlessly paste it onto the body of a porn
performer’ (Cole S, 2018).[5] Alternatvely, pseudo images that depict child fgures yet do not
represent real persons (such as animaton videos or pictures/comics) may also fall under the
category of fake or ‘virtual’ pornography. In fact, in some jurisdictons, the term ‘child
pornography’ also includes pornographic material that visually depicts either a person appearing
to be a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct or realistc images representng a minor
engaged in sexually explicit conduct.[6]
GROOMING[7] Online ‘grooming’ for sexual purposes refers to the solicitaton of children for
sexual purposes.[8] More precisely, it describes the process of establishing a relatonship with a
child through the use of the Internet or other digital technologies to facilitate either online or
ofine sexual contact with that person (Luxembourg Guidelines, 2016, p.52).
ONLINE (producton/possession/disseminaton of) CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE MATERIAL [CSAM] –
CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION MATERIAL [CSEM] The term ‘child sexual abuse material’
(INTERPOL) is used instead of the term ‘child pornography’ and refers to material that depicts acts
of sexual abuse and/or focuses on the genitalia of a child. Although ‘child pornography’ is
frequently used in both legally binding and non-binding instruments and its defniton varies
depending on the diferent legal instrument it is referred in, the Luxembourg Guidelines advise
against the use of the noton. ‘Child sexual exploitaton material’ (Frangež D et al., 2015, pp.291299) is used in a broader sense to include all other sexualised material depictng children.
ONLINE CONSUMPTION OF SEXUALLY EXPLICIT MATERIAL [SEM] The ubiquitous online
availability and use of sexually explicit as well as sexually suggestve material (widely referred to as
‘pornography’ or ‘erotca’) in practce, according to research, leads to the exposure and
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consumpton by children under the age of 18 (Quadara A, El-Murr A & Latham J, 2017). Sexually
explicit material may be consumed either through live streaming (e.g. live video, live sex shows) or
through downloading (e.g. video, images).
ONLINE PURCHASES FROM SEX SHOPS OR OTHER WEBSITES Regardless of the age at which it is
possible to engage in commercial transactons in a given country, children can also buy objects of a
sexual nature online (e.g. sex toys). Online purchases could be carried out by children via any of
the numerous sex shops available online in so far as there is no (adequate) age verifcaton
mechanism in place.
(LIVE) ONLINE CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE Online child sexual abuse is a widely accepted and broad
term which appears in a number of legally binding instruments (Luxembourg Guidelines, 2016,
p.46) and refers to the exploitatve use of children in actvites, performances and materials.
Online sexual abuse refers to any kind of sexual abuse of children when a link to the online
environment has been established. Sexual harassment may take place on social media or other
online channels; alternatvely, the act of harassment may take on an online dimension as soon as
it is photographed or recorded (audio or video) and made available online (Luxembourg
Guidelines, 2016, p.22). When the online sexual abuse is live (i.e. the live performance by the child
is recorded and streamed in real tme), this represents a dual abuse of the child. In a frst stage,
the underage person is coerced to partcipate in sexual actvites and, in a second stage, the sexual
actvity is transmited live through ICT and is watched by others remotely (Luxembourg Guidelines,
2016, p.46).
ONLINE CHILD SEXUAL EXPLOITATION The term ‘online sexual exploitaton’ refers to any act of a
sexually exploitatve nature which is carried out against a child and, at some stage, has a
connecton to the online environment. It could be considered as an umbrella term which
encompasses forms of sexual exploitaton that have an online component or any relaton to the
internet (e.g. solicitng/manipulatng/threatening a child into performing sexual acts in front of a
webcam, or the distributon, disseminaton, ofering, selling possession of or knowingly obtaining
access to child sexual exploitaton material) (Luxembourg Guidelines, 2016, p.28).
SEARCHING INFORMATION ON SEXUAL HEALTH/SEXUALITY-RELATED CONTENT Online search
engines provide access to websites which may, for instance, host informaton on sexual health,
sexual orientaton, sexual techniques or other sexuality-related issues (Shaughnessy K & Byers S,
2014, p.32).
SEEKING FOR A ROMANTIC PARTNER/SEXUAL ENCOUNTER The digital environment
accommodates communicatons that either directly serve as a means for engaging with a romantc
partner or sexual encounter or by chance result in the establishment of romantc or sexual
contact. Social networks, private chat messengers, chat-rooms, fora, datng websites, or mobile
datng apps ofer such opportunites for people that do not already know each other.
SEXTING ‘Sextng’ refers to ‘the creatng, sharing and forwarding of sexually suggestve, nude or
nearly nude images through mobile phones and/or on the internet’ (Ringrose J et al., 2012, p.6). [9]
Consensual sextng facilitates the proliferaton of firtatous or even sexual relatonships in the
online space (Walrave M et al., 2018).
SEXUAL EXTORTION OF CHILDREN Sexual extorton of children or ‘sextorton’ indicates the
‘blackmailing of a person with the help of self-generated images of that person in order to extort
sexual favours [..] or other benefts from her/him under the threat of sharing the material beyond
the consent of the depicted person’ (e.g. through postng images on social media) (Luxembourg
Guidelines, 2016, p.52). Sexual extorton of children sometmes is a feature of online solicitaton of
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children.
VIRTUAL REALITY SEX The porn industry is said to be heavily investng in virtual reality. Two years
ago, Pornhub.com was the frst website to launch a free virtual reality channel which is compatble
with both iOS and Android mobile devices (Gaudiosi J, 2016). Virtual reality sex videos are prerecorded through a 180 or 360-degree camera and the viewer is then immersed in the scene
(ofen with a central point of view) through the use of a virtual reality headset (Bailey D E, 2016).
VISITING ONLINE INFORMATION PLATFORMS/FORA Online platorms, fora or chat-rooms ofer
the opportunity to exchange informaton or experiences or reach out or provide support, for
instance, with regard to romantc relatonships, the shaping of sexual identty or sexuality-related
issues. Such platorms, which are sometmes addressed toward underage people, may provide for
distnct sectons on LGBT, Sexuality and Gender Identty.[10]

2.2 Exploraton of dimensions
The theoretcal background as well as the brief descripton of online sexual act(ivite)s in which
children are involved or online sexual behaviours which children perform set the scene for the
development of the typology and the identfcaton of types and dimensions.
2.2.1 (Public or private) Nature of the space which accommodates the act
A frst dimension refers to the qualifcaton of the online ‘space’ in which a given act is carried out
as (semi-)public or (semi-)private. Refectng on whether the online environment (as a whole or
with reference to a specifc channel of communicaton or acton) ought to be considered as being a
public space, not only carries a theoretcal value, but is also essental from a legal perspectve as
certain types of legislaton require acts to be ‘public’ in order to fall within their scope (think about
ofences of public indecency). Moreover, classifying a space, medium, communicaton (channel) or
act as ‘public’ or ‘private’, plays a pivotal role in determining whether the person had a legitmate
or reasonable expectaton of privacy (Timan T, Newell B N & Koops B J, 2017). This however does
not lead to the uncontested deducton that individuals performing online acts that are classifed as
‘public’ waive their right to privacy (Madden M et al., 2013; Nissenbaum H, 2011, p.32-48; Solove
D, 2008). In a sense, though, such acts tend to be linked to a lower level of privacy expectaton.
2.2.2 Efect or Outcome of the Act
The distncton between solitary-arousal, partner-arousal or non-arousal actvites could serve as a
ftng selecton on the basis of the aim of the actor or the efect of the actvity on that actor. In
this regard, the consumpton of sexually explicit material could fall under the frst category, sextng
could fall under the second category and seeking informaton about sexuality online could
arguably fall under the third category.[11] A distncton made on the basis of the efect caused by
the actvity itself at frst sight seems appropriate, given the nature of actvites which carry a sexual
element.
2.2.3 Role or level of partcipaton of the child
Approaching the typological exploraton exercise from the perspectve of the child also leads to a
dimension on the basis of the role which the child takes up, willingly or not. More precisely, a child
may be the target of the actvity, a partcipant or an actor (Hasebrink U et al., 2009).
For instance, the child is perceived as a target or, in other words, an unwilling partcipant, with
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regard to online sexual abuse or exploitaton of children, online grooming of children for sexual
purposes, sexual extorton of children, the producton/possession/consumpton of child sexual
abuse material or sexual cyberbullying. With regard to the consumpton of sexually explicit or
suggestve material, the child may be perceived as a recipient or a partcipant who does not take
up an actve role. Lastly, the child is an actor her/himself when she or he is willingly and actvely
engaging in a certain behaviour; this could be the case with consensual sextng or cybersex.
2.2.4 Nature of the Representaton of the Child(ren) Depicted in the Material
Technology enables the fctonal representaton of a child in material of sexual or pornographic
nature. Animaton clips or pictures may depict children or underage fgures. Comics, cartoons or
games, for instance, may involve animated fgures who are presented as equivalent to human
children, without, however, having used actual children for the producton of this material. Along
the same lines, new technological phenomena, such as ‘deep fakes’ or ‘fake porn’, may use parts
of a depicton of a real child and integrate it with other images leading to a doctored image that is
not a truthful depicton of the child. Alternatvely, a virtual child could be depicted in pursuance of
a goal of public interest. The most prominent example would be SWEETIE 2.0, a research project
on online child sex tourism and criminal law through which a virtual child is used to lure
perpetrators of sexual abuse and exploitaton (Schermer B W et al., 2016). On the basis of the
nature of the representaton of a child fgure in such material a distncton could be made between
a virtual and non-virtual or real representaton of a child.

3. Discussion
Following the preliminary identfcaton of possible dimensions, this secton discusses these
against the background of social and legal literature in a frst step, classifes the listed acts along
the dimensions and refects on them with the ultmate aim of this typological exercise in mind,
namely the facilitaton of the legal qualifcaton of online sexual acts in which children are
involved.

3.1 Dimensions
3.1.1 (Public or private) Nature of the Space which Accommodates the Act
The assumpton that everything digital is (automatcally) public should be rejected (Madden M et
al., 2013; Nissenbaum H, 2011, p.32-48; Solove D, 2008), as there is no doubt that individuals
maintain the right to protect their personal informaton from being accessed or disseminated
without their consent in case they decide to share intmate imagery or other sexual material
online. Artcle 8 of the European Conventon on Human Rights as well as artcle 7 of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union provide for a broad protecton of the right to private
life, in the ofine as well as in the online environment. When thinking about the conceptualisaton
of public and private spaces within the online environment, however, the distncton is inherently
more difcult to grasp in comparison to ofine spaces. For instance, whether social networks are
considered loci of public display or private spaces has been debated (Burkell J et al., 2014, p.17).
According to boyd (2007), social network sites, such as Facebook serve as ‘networked publics’,
which ofer opportunites of socialising. Online social spaces may be perceived as public venues or
as spaces for private revelaton depending on the (explicitly) intended audience. As boyd (2014)
argues, in these environments informaton and interactons are ofen ‘public by default, private
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through efort’. Audiences may vary from one correspondent to a selected list or group of ‘friends’
or the online community or public at large. What happens in someone’s private sphere or in the
context of an intmate relatonship, and is intended to be private (e.g. a sexual image), may, be
made public with unprecedented ease, regardless of whether this informaton was obtained in a
legitmate (e.g. with consent) or illegitmate (e.g. through hacking or without consent) manner.
Characteristcs of ‘networked publics’ such as persistence, visibility, spreadability and searchability
(boyd d, 2014) enable fast, widely accessible and persistent sharing of what may be considered
private informaton. Hence, the characterisaton of an actvity as ‘public’ or ‘private’ could
cumulatvely depend on the intenton and expectaton of the actor at the given tme, and the
features of the online space or applicaton.
Freely accessible websites[12] could, in this sense, be considered as public spaces, even though
the actvites that are performed on them (e.g. searching for informaton related to sexuality via a
search engine) might stll be considered of a private nature by the individual. Private chat or
messenger applicatons, on the ofer, promise to ofer a private virtual space for communicaton
and resemble confned ofine spaces, with the diference that there is a platorm or app provider
who might have access to those conversatons.
In between these two opposites, one could place social network profles, fora and online platorms
which host multple partcipants as well as websites that operate on the basis of controlled access.
In such cases, the user acknowledges or allows for access to the shared content to a number of
persons; this number is usually either pre-defned in advance or at least roughly estmated by the
user. The level of visibility may in fact serve as a defning factor for the characterisaton of an act
as ‘public’ or ‘private’.
Alternatvely, a number of online sexual actvites may occur in both private and public contexts.
For instance, the distributon of sexually explicit content may occur in a private messenger app as
well as in a forum with more partcipants. Similarly, acts of sexual abuse occur both in private and
more public contexts, on the basis of visibility to third partes; a child may be approached and
sexually abused through private conversatons on social network sites/apps or even in a more
visible manner, through online platorms, fora, and social media. It should thus be noted, that,
beyond acts which can inherently be linked to the public or private sphere, the classifcaton of a
specifc act will depend on the circumstances of its occurrence.
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non – public
public
________________________________________________________________________________
communicaton in private chat- communicaton on fora/
rooms or messenger apps,
platorms with multple
through personal devices;
partcipants
transactons on private online
platorms
sextng, Child Sexual Abuse
(CSA), Child Sexual Exploitaton
(CSE), grooming, VR sex,
producton/disseminaton/
possession of CSAM/CSEM,
sexual cyberbullying, cybersex,
producton/ disseminaton or
consumpton of (fake) SEM,
online purchases

search engines; freely
accessible websites

seeking for informaton/
seeking for informaton
support, sextng, grooming,
disseminaton of CSAM/ CSEM,
sexual cyberbullying,
disseminaton of (fake) SEM

3.1.2 Efect or Outcome of the Act
The online search for informaton on issues such as sexual health, romantc relatonships, gender,
sexual identty, sexual orientaton or sexuality is not (or at least not primarily) carried out with the
purpose of arousal but carries a clearly informatve value. Similarly, a child may reach out for
support or additonal informaton with regard to such maters through online platorms and fora.
Relevant websites ofen provide for chat-rooms and online spaces which are meant for children
and which aford space for public conversatons on sexuality, sexual identty or romantc
relatonships and datng (e.g. Teenhelp). Searching for informaton on online search engines as
well as contactng other young persons or experts while seeking for advice or willing to share
previous experiences are perhaps not always qualifed as stricto sensu ‘sexual acts’, but they
certainly fall under the broad noton of acts related to sexual exploraton.
On the other hand, as already made clear, informaton and communicaton technologies (ICTs)
play a prominent role in interpersonal interactons, and thus the expression of sexuality also
includes the communicaton of sexually explicit or suggestve content via text or photo messages
(sextng) (Livingstone S, Lansdown G & Third A, 2017; Ringrose J et al., 2012; Van Ouytsel J,
Walrave M & Ponnet K, 2018; Walrave M et al., 2018b) or remote sexual conduct facilitated by
the use of a webcam (cybersex). Both sextng and cybersex usually occur in private spaces and
(may) involve both solitary and (real-tme) partner arousal communicatons.
Yet, an important observaton in reference to this dimension is related to acts of online child
sexual exploitaton and other acts that are carried out as a result of coercion. For this dimension
our inital choice was to assess the efect from the perspectve of the child who is the target of
such acts. We found that this leads to the uncontested classifcaton of all actvites that consttute
child sexual abuse or exploitaton, or in general harm the child, as non-arousal. When the actvity
would be considered from the perspectve of the actor who initated it and actvely carried it out, a
child sexual abuse or exploitaton act would have probably been classifed as a (single-)arousal
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behaviour, although other motves – such as fnancial or commercial gain – could also be present.
In other words, despite the non-arousal character of the (targeted) child’s involvement, it is
possible that the objectve aim of the intentonally performed actvity may have been arousing for
the actor – who may be a child or an adult. This observaton renders this partcular dimension –
and/or the chosen perspectve – inherently problematc notwithstanding its value for certain types
of acts.
Instead, placing the focus on the outcome of the act in itself rather than on the aim of the partes
involved or, in other words, the efect of the act on them, may lead to a slightly diferent yet more
objectve classifcaton. Such a dimension could, for instance, distnguish between seeking
informaton or support, acts related to the exploraton of sexual identty , and acts where a type of
‘exploitaton’ is aimed at – be it commercial or sexual. Behaviours of a purely informatve nature
then fall under the frst type and are clearly distnguished from the other two, which entail acts
beyond the quest for support or informaton. Acts related to the exploraton of sexual identty or
sexuality form a broad category of behaviours and actons that vary depending on the actor and
her or his background. In general, they are linked to an individual’s right to development of
personality, and as such deemed legitmate, whereas, the third type of acts is associated with an
exploitatve, and thus in most instances illegitmate, nature. The later types of acts are heavily
regulated, for instance on the basis of the Council of Europe Conventon on the Protecton of
Children against Sexual Exploitaton and Sexual Abuse (Lanzarote Conventon) and the EU Directve
2011/93/EU on combatng the sexual abuse and sexual exploitaton of children and child
pornography. In the end, we concluded that this interpretaton might be more fruitul from a legal
perspectve as it sets more clear boundaries between acceptable or non-acceptable behaviours
within society.
non – arousal
solitary – arousal
partner – arousal
________________________________________________________________________________
producton/disseminaton of
CSAM/CSEM, seeking for
informaton/support, sexual
cyberbullying, grooming, CSA,
CSE,
seeking for a partner/sexual
encounter[13]

consumpton of SEM,
producton or possession of
SEM, sextng

sextng, cybersex, consumpton
of (fake) SEM, virtual reality sex

informaton
exploraton of sexual identty
exploitaton
________________________________________________________________________________
seeking for informaton/
support

sextng, cybersex, consumpton
of SEM, virtual reality sex,
producton or consumpton of
SEM, seeking for a
partner/sexual encounter

producton/disseminaton of
CSAM/CSEM, sexual
cyberbullying, grooming, CSA,
CSE
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3.1.3 Role or level of partcipaton
Regarding the level of partcipaton, the distncton between a passive and an actve role may vary
depending on the intentons and awareness of the child. From this perspectve, a child may be: a
target or unwilling partcipant by either remaining unaware of her/his involvement in a sexual act
(e.g. grooming or non-consensual distributon of sexually explicit material that depicts her/him); a
recipient of content (e.g. consumpton of sexually explicit material); or an actor (e.g. consensual
sextng).
Moreover, with regard to those actvites in which children can be classifed as actors, it should not
be overseen that they may also be ofenders of certain acts that may be considered illegal under
criminal legislaton (Lievens E, 2014, p.254; IOCTA, 2017). This entails that actors can both engage
in legitmate and illegitmate behaviour. In the later cases, the set age of criminal liability will be
crucial with regard to how children are treated when performing an act for which an adult would
be held criminally liable (Balajanov E, 2017, p.32).
Additonally, we found that the ‘role or level of partcipaton’ dimension is closely linked to the
dipole of consensual and non-consensual behaviour. In this context, the noton of consent plays a
pivotal role in defning what could qualify as legitmate or legal behaviour versus illegitmate or
illegal acts, and, hence, be highly relevant from a legal perspectve. Consent could be associated
with taking up an actve role, yet undoubtedly, the two dimensions do not fully overlap. Not only
could a person, for instance, be the recipient of content both consensually and non-consensually,
but a person could take part in an act afer being tricked or forced to, entailing that consent is not
given freely. Along the same lines, in certain circumstances, a passive role might indicate a lack of
consent (for instance because a child is not aware that an image that depicts him or her has been
forwarded).
passive partcipaton
actve partcipaton
________________________________________________________________________________

target or unwilling
partcipant

recipient

CSE, CSA, nonconsumpton of SEM or
consensual
CSAM
disseminaton of SEM,
fake SEM, sextng,
sexual cyberbullying,
producton/
possession/disseminat
on of CSAM/CSEM

(willing) actor

ofender

sextng, cybersex,
CSE, CSA, nonseeking for online
consensual
informaton, virtual
disseminaton of SEM,
reality sex, seeking for a fake SEM, sextng,
partner/ sexual
sexual cyberbullying,
encounter, online
producton/
purchases
possession/
disseminaton of
CSAM/CSEM
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non-consensual
consensual
________________________________________________________________________________
CSE, CSA, non-consensual
disseminaton of SEM, fake
SEM, sextng, sexual
cyberbullying, producton/
possession/disseminaton of
CSAM/CSEM

sextng, cybersex, seeking for
online informaton, virtual
reality sex, seeking for a
partner/sexual encounter,
online purchases

3.1.4 Nature of the Representaton of the Child(ren) Depicted in the Material
The nature of the representaton of a child in pornographic material consttutes a crucial element
for determining whether a physical child has been abused for the creaton of the sexualised
imagery or video. One may argue that the creaton of a sexualised comic involving characters that
appear to be children or fgures equivalent to children (e.g. human-like cartoons or non-human
being animatons who nonetheless resemble human beings and their habitual behaviours)
consttutes a legitmate and acceptable artstc expression. Even though a physical child has
neither been used nor harmed, the impact of such material on perceptons regarding the sexual
representaton of children must not be overlooked. The need for further consideraton is made
even more apparent the bigger the resemblance of the virtual child to a non-virtual one is.
Whether the erotcisaton of childhood could be harmful through the sexualised depicton of
fctonal 3D children is open to discussion; whether freedom of (artstc) expressions overrules
children’s rights in abstracto varies depending on the culture of a given country (Beard J J, 2003;
Levy N, 2002; Watanabe M, 2017). In fact, according to the Council of Europe Discussion Paper on
protectng children against sexual violence, ‘child pornography is harmful whether or not its
producton involves real children; what is important is the message’ (2012). Child sexual abuse
material is alternatvely used to validate certain beliefs and behaviours , establish trust among
others interested in abusing children as well as encourage others to engage in illegal conduct , and
make economic proft (Council of Europe, 2012, p.6). The Lanzarote Conventon, the Cybercrime
Conventon as well as Directve 2011/93/EU provide for the possibility to include ‘simulated
representatons or realistc images of a non-existent child’ in the scope of what is considered ‘child
pornography’.

virtual
non-virtual
________________________________________________________________________________
producton of CSAM/CSEM
(fake SEM, fake SAM), cybersex,
virtual reality sex

CSE, CSA, producton of
CSAM/CSEM
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3.2 Assessing the (Value of the) Indicated Dimensions
As a next step, the dimensions discussed above are validated against the aim of this typological
exercise, by applying them to a number of phenomena that transpire in practce and refectng on
the (interpretatve) issues that may arise. The examples that are used are the ones illustrated in
the introductory part of the artcle.
3.2.1 Consensual sextng among children
A frst example is sextng which occurs through a chat or messaging applicaton among children
who willingly create and exchange sexually suggestve or explicit material of themselves. Looking
at the dimensions of the typology, the described phenomenon is consensual and is carried out in a
private space, namely through messenger applicatons or private chat-rooms downloaded on
personal devices. In this instance, the child actvely engages in such communicaton in order to
explore and express his/her (sexual) identty and interacts with another peer by communicatng
real/non-virtual material depictng him/her. Under these circumstances, sextng appears to be a
legitmate form of exploring one’s sexuality according to social science literature (Lenhart A, 2015;
Livingstone S, Mascheroni G & Staksrud E, 2017). However, to what extent this consttutes legal or
illegal behaviour pursuant to criminal legislaton is highly debated at both natonal and
supranatonal level within Europe. Whether this behaviour falls under legislaton on CSAM (more
ofen referred to as ‘child pornography’ in legislatve texts) under the existng wording of
legislatve provisions is relatvely opaque, as the practce of sextng was not considered during the
drafing thereof. The monitoring exercise regarding the protecton of children against sexual
exploitaton and sexual abuse facilitated by ICTs which was launched by the Lanzarote Commitee
(the Commitee assigned with the task to monitor the implementaton of the Council of Europe
Lanzarote Conventon) afrms the importance of reconsidering the applicability of the existng
legislaton to such cases. More precisely, the relevant survey, which was addressed to all Member
States of the CoE, revealed a fragmented approach toward the criminalisaton of consensual
sextng between children among the Member States.
On the basis of an overview of existng (natonal) legal texts (Lanzarote Commitee, 2017), the
acknowledgement that a consensual online sexual act carried out by children in a private space
does not (necessarily) lead to harm and may consttute a contemporary way of exploring one’s
sexual identty is not refected in the relevant criminal provisions. In fact, both the outcome of the
act, being the exploraton of sexual identty, and the role of the involved child as a willing actor
(actve or passive) rather than a perpetrator or ofender are overlooked by the legislator. This
observaton accents the need for adaptaton of the wording of legal provisions that criminalise the
producton, disseminaton and possession of sexually suggestve or explicit material that depicts
children. However, a careful reconsideraton of the wording is key to avoiding the unwanted
decriminalisaton of possibly harmful behaviours.
3.2.2 Non-consensual forwarding of sexual or sexually explicit material
A second example is the forwarding of sexual or sexually explicit material without the consent of
the depicted child. In this case, the act takes place without the permission or, in certain cases,
even the awareness of the depicted child. The disseminaton of the material to third persons may
take place in a public or private context, depending on the channel of disseminaton (e.g. through
a messaging app or posted on a social network site or a website). The depicted child cannot be
said to actvely partcipate in the online sexual act despite the impact it could have on him/her. An
interestng queston is raised when assessing the ‘outcome’ dimension. It is clear that the act in
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queston does not fall within searching for informaton or exploraton of sexual identty. It rather
leans towards exploitaton, yet when discussing the dimensions our focus was predominantly on
exploitaton with a commercial or sexual aim, whereas when it comes to children there might also
be other motvatons (‘a joke’, bragging, revenge) (Walrave M et al., 2018a, pp.39f). There are
already jurisdictons, such as Belgium, in which criminal legislaton applies to the non-consensual
disseminaton of sexual images. In the respectve criminal provision the focus is predominantly on
the lack of consent and the disclosure and disseminaton of the picture, and not on the outcome of
the ofender, because of the potental impact on the victm and the intrusion on his or her private
life (Beyens J & Lievens E, 2016).
3.2.3 Unwilling recepton of sexually suggestve or explicit material
A third example is the unwilling recepton of sexual or sexually explicit material depictng a child.
In such a case, the recipient of the sext is passive, does not want to receive the imagery or video or
might not even be aware of the intenton (and the identty) of the sender. Nonetheless, the former
factually possesses pornographic material that depicts a child and thus the queston arises
whether such an act shall be interpreted as criminalised possession of CSAM and be punished
pursuant to the respectul natonal Criminal Code provision. It remains contestable whether the
individual is exempted from the criminal legislaton as he/she has not taken up an actve role in
the act and had no intenton to be involved as a recipient of such material. At the same tme,
questons may be raised as to whether the sender child might commit an illegal act when he or she
sends a sexually explicit image to someone who does not want to receive such an image. As such,
he or she takes up an actve role, might do this either with an intenton to explore his or her sexual
identty (e.g. as a way of firtng) or with a more exploitatve aim (e.g. with the intent to harass),
but there is no consent from the receiver. This begs the queston whether consent always needs to
be present both at the side of the receiver and at the side of the sender.
3.2.4 Creaton, Disseminaton and Possession of Fake Pornographic Material that Depicts a Child
A fourth example is the creaton, disseminaton and possession of fake pornographic material that
depicts a child. In this case the dimension playing the most important role in the legal qualifcaton
of the act refers to the nature of the representaton of the child, be it virtual or non-virtual. The
relevant queston is whether the producton, disseminaton and possession of fctonal erotc or
sexual material involving children may qualify as producton, disseminaton and possession of
CSAM. Atenton is subsequently steered toward the scope of applicaton of the relevant criminal
provisions; it is not always self-evident that the legislator intended to cover the sexual
representaton of virtual children in material created by digital means. Natonal legislators do not
necessarily make an explicit distncton between the real or virtual representaton of a child when
regulatng the producton, disseminaton and possession of CSAM (Lanzarote Commitee, 2017),
despite such a possibility to criminalise acts even when the pornographic material visually depicts
a person appearing to be a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct or realistc images
representng a minor engaged in sexually explicit conduct being provided for in the CoE
Conventon on Cybercrime.
As already pointed out above, the creaton, disseminaton and possession of pornographic
material that is either fake or depicts a non-virtual child may cause harm to children in abstracto.
Consequently, the outcome of the act and the intent/underlying motve of the actor ought to be
reconsidered by the legislator so as to ensure the criminalisaton of acts that have a detrimental
impact on children (even if not strictly physical).
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4. Conclusion
In the context of our research, the value of developing a typology is twofold. First, it allows for a
much more fne-grained understanding of online sexual acts in which children are involved. The
comprehension of the noton ‘online sexual acts’ is multdimensional and, therefore, multple
denominators ought to be considered when refectng on the online sexual acts in which children
are involved. A consistent mapping ofers an insight into the range of sexual actvites, their
characteristcs and actors that are involved or play a role. The typology also confrms that the use
of digital means of communicatons as a vehicle for sexual interactons adds to the already high
intricacies of ofine social interactons and sexual exploraton. Second, the typology facilitates the
legal qualifcaton of online sexual acts in which children are involved. It does so at two levels.
First, it helps to answer the evaluatve queston ‘ does a specifc act (currently) fall within the scope
of the regulatory framework? It has become clear that some of the dimensions might be crucial in
determining this (e.g. public versus private). Second, and perhaps even more important, the
dimensions, and moreover, the combinaton of dimensions, are valuable to answer the normatve
queston, should a specifc act fall within the scope of the regulatory framework? The outcome of
a certain act, the role of the various actors and whether there is a lack of consent on behalf of one
of the actors, for instance, are elements that should be thought about more carefully in
constructng a balanced regulatory approach that refects the ever-evolving reality. As such,
building on the validaton exercise, the typological constructon shall be used as a tool for further
determining the appropriate legal classifcaton of and regulatory approach to all sexual acts that
potentally occur in children’s everyday lives. In the end, in additon to leading to a beter
understanding or assessment of the applicability of existng legislatve provisions, it especially
intends to contribute to a more fne-tuned framing of ‘legitmate’ and ‘illegitmate’ sexual acts
against the background of a wide array of children’s rights and to novel regulatory approaches
that acknowledge children’s autonomy and evolving sexuality, on the hand, and protect them
against abuse, on the other hand.
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